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The method used in an article by T. S. Matzkin and E. G. Straus (Canad. J. 
Math. 17 (1965), 533-5401 is generalized by attaching nonnegative weights to t- 
tuples of vertices in a hypergraph subject to a suitable normalization condition. The 
edges of the hypergraph are given weights which are functions of the weights of its 
t-tuples and the graph is given the sum of the weights of its edges. The extremal 
values and the extremal points of these functions are determined. The results can be 
applied to various extremal problems on graphs and hypergraphs which are 
analogous to P. Turin’s Theorem [Colloq. Math. 3 (1954), 19-30: (Hungarian) 
Mat. Fiz. Lapok 48 (1941), 4364521. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [2] Motzkin and Straus gave nonnegative weights xi,...,x, with 
x1 + -** + x, = 1 to the n vertices of a graph G and showed that the function 
summed over the edges of G, has maximal value f( 1 - l/k), where k is the 
order of a maximal clique in G. This maximum is attained by assigning 
values x, = l/k to the vertices of the clique and 0 to all other vertices. 
In this article we derive a family of direct generalizations of this result by 
attaching weights to complete subgraphs of graphs, or more generally, to 
subsets of edges of homogeneous hypergraphs and then define functions on 
graphs of a fixed order in terms of the weights of their complete subgraphs. 
We then maximize the sum of these functions over all the subgraphs of a 
certain type of given order in the graph. 
The chief analytic tool is a simple lemma. 
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LEMMA 1.1. Let 
f(x I,..., x, 9 * Yl ,-**, Y.) = &I 9***3 x,) + h(Y, ,***v Y,) + c 
where g, h are continuous homogeneous functions of degree 1 for Xi > 0, 
y, > 0 and C is a constant. Then f attains a maximum in the domain D given 
x1 > 0 (i = l,..., m), y,)O (j= l,..., n), C~zlx~+C;=, yj=c, where c is a 
fixed nonnegative constant, at ‘a point (Z, ,..., 2,; 7, ,..., Y,,), where either 2, = 
. . . =f m=Oor~l=...=y;l=O. 
Proof: We want to show that a maximum point in D with a minimal 
number of nonzero coordinates has the desired property. For this purpose we 
assume that there exists a maximum point (2 1 ,..., 2, ; F, ,..., 7”) in D with 
a’=C;“=,x’f>O, b’=~~=,$~>O. Then set 
so that 
xi = a&, i = l,..., m, and yj = brlj, j = l,..., a, 
f(x'; ~=g(t,,...,<,) 5 wF;-f + h(zl,,..., ri,,) 5 T;+ Ca 
i=l j=l 
Here g(<, ,..., &,,) is a constant 
A = s(t ,,..., t,) = mm g(x ,,... , xm) 
with the maximum taken over all x with x, > 0, Cy=, xf = 1. Similarly 
h(r r,..., q,) is a constant 
B = h(q I ,..., rl,J = max h(y, ,..., Y,> 
with the maximum taken over all y with yj 2 0, J$=, yj = 1. Now 
f(.?,$)=A 2 x=:+B =$ F;+C 
i=l m  I=1 
=(A-B)x xt;+Bc+C 
i=l 
=(B-A) 5 F;+Ac+C 
j=l 
can be a maximum only if A = B. But in that case the value off remains 
unchanged if we replace 2j by sZi (i = l,..., m) and Fj by tFj (j = l,..., n), 
where s > 0, t 2 0 and 
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In particular, by choosing s = 0 or t = 0, we get the desired maximum point. 
Since the simple idea used in Lemma 1.1 is the transfer of the values of 
one set of variables to another set of variables, we shall refer to this lemma 
as the Transfer Lemma. 
In order to illustrate the method without getting lost in generality we state 
the following important special case. Attach a nonnegative weight x(H,) to 
every complete I-subgraph 29, of a graph G, normalized by the condition 
c x(H,)’ = 1. 
H/GG 
To every complete (1+ I)-subgraph H,, , of G attach the weight 
XV-J,+, > = n x(H,). ffF=H/+1 
Then define 
fGcx) = c xW,+J 
H/+IEG 
Then we get the following. 
THEOREM 1.2. max,fG(x)= (,,“,)/(~)“““‘, where k is the order of a 
maximal clique K of G. This maximum is attained by attaching weights 
(f)-“’ to the I- su graphs b of K and weight 0 to all other complete I- 
subgraphs. 
The case I= 1 is the Motzkin-Straus Theorem. Just as that theorem gave 
a new and simple proof of Turin’s Theorem [3] concerning the maximum 
number of edges in a graph on n vertices without k-cliques, so the present 
theorem establishes a generalization, a special case of which was conjectured 
by Erdos [ 11, concerning the maximum number of k-cliques in a graph with 
a given number of edges (but unspecified number of vertices) which contains 
no complete (k + 1)-subgraph. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let u, u be two independent vertices of G and let 
x(H,) be a weight function giving a maximal value of fG(x). Then write 
f(x) = g,(x) + g,(x) + go(x), where 
g,(x) = 2 xW,+,h 
UEHf+I 
g,(x) = x WI+ 11, ~~H/+1 
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We now divide the variables x(H,) into three classes 
44 = wf,)lu E H,b 
& = {xW,)lv E H,L 
&=~x(fw,~~H,} 
and hold X0 fixed. Then g, is homogeneous of degree 1 in the variables in X,, 
and g, is homogeneous of degree 1 in the variables in X,. Also 
& xw’ + ug x(4)’ = 1 - c x(4)’ = c* u.veIf, 
So the Transfer Lemma applies and we get a maximal value where either 
all variables in X,, or all variables in X, are 0. Thus the maximal weight 
function x(H,) with a minimal number of nonzero weights assigns all its 
positive weights to the subgraphs of a clique Hk of order k. 
It is now easy to see that fc is maximal if all H, c Hk are given equal 
weight, (I;)-“‘, which yields 
f,(x)= ((: l)/( :)“““‘. 
The right side is an increasing function of k and this proves the theorem. 
COROLLARY. Let L, denote the number of complete f-.&graphs of a 
graph G. Then, if L,, , = 0, we have 
LI,, < (l; J( ;)-(‘+‘)“Ly+Y 
Proof. If we set x(H,) = L; “’ for all H, E G, we get, by Theorem 1.2, 
&(x) = L,+,fL;‘+“q 
(I: l,i(F )“““‘. 
The case I= 2 shows that a graph with E edges and no complete (k + l)- 
graphs contains T triangles where 
which is the value obtained for Turin graphs, as conjectured by Erdiis [ 11. 
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In Section 2 we give various generalizations of Theorem 1.2 which follow 
from the method of proof. In Section 3 we characterize the weight 
distributions which give maximal values. In Section 4 we give applications to 
graphs and hypergraphs. 
2. THE MAIN THEOREM 
We first state a general combinatorial inequality and then give a few more 
concrete versions. 
THEOREM 2.1. Given a graph G containing (not necessarily disjoint) sets 
of vertices S, T and U. To each t E T we assign a nonnegative weight x(t) so 
that LT x(t)’ = 1 and to each u E U we assign a weight y(u) which is a 
continuous function of the x(t) where (tu) is an edge of G so that y(u) is 
homogeneous of degree I in each set of variables 
X,,, = {x(t)1 (St) E G, (su) E G, (tu) E G}. 
Finally, let fG(x) = C,,v y(u). Then f,(x) attains a maximum for a 
distribution x(t) in which any two elements s,, s, E S for which there exist 
u,, u2 C U so that both Xs,,u, and Xs,,u, contain positive elements have the 
property of being connected to a common element u of U. In other words, if 
we construct the graph Gs with vertex set S where two vertices ,s., , s, are 
connected tf and only tf there exists a u E U so that (s, u), (s2u) E G, then all 
s for which some X,,, has positive elements are vertices of a complete 
subgraph of G,. 
Proof. Define 
If Xs, n Xs, = 0 then we can divide the set of variables X = {x(t)1 t E T} into 
three sets Xs, U X,, U X0 and write 
where 
f,(x) = g,,(x) + gJx) + go(x)9 
g,,(x) = c Y(U), 
(SIY)EG 
g,,(x) = c Y(U), 
(SW) EC 
go(x) = c Y(U). 
(SlU)dG 
(sw)dG 
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If X0 is held fixed then g,,(x) is a homogeneous function of degree I in the 
variables in Xs, and g,,(x) is a homogeneous function of degree 1 in the 
variables in X,, where 
x x(t)’ + c x(t)’ = 1 - c x(t)’ = c 
X(f) EXq XWEX,* XU)EXO 
so that, by the Transfer Lemma, a maximum is attained with all elements of 
Xs, or X,, equal to 0. Thus the maximum x(t) with a minimal number of 
nonzero values has the desired property. 
Now consider a hypergraph G of u-tuples where 1 < s < t Q u and attach 
nonnegative weights x(T) to every t-tuple T c G subject to the condition 
To each edge U of G attach weight 
y(U)=A x x(Tp+B n x(T), A, B real, not both 0, 
TCU TCU 
and define fG(x) = C UEG y(U), summed over the edges of G. We are 
interested in the maximum of fG(x). This maximum may be trivial, for 
example, because G contains no edge or because it is the value 0, attained by 
attaching weight 1 to a single t-tuple which is not contained in any edge. To 
the hypergraph G we associate the ordinary graph G, whose vertices are the 
s-tuples of G and wherein two s-tuples S,, S, of G are connected if S, U S, 
belongs to an edge U of G. We define w(S) = CSE T x(T). 
THEOREM 2.2. Zf fG(x) attains a nontrivial maximum then it attains a 
maximum for a weight distribution x(T) where the set 
induces a complete subgraph of G,. 
Proof. We apply Theorem 2.1 where we construct an auxiliary graph G* 
whose vertices are the set S of s-tuples of vertices of G, the set T of c-tuples 
of vertices of G and the set U of edges of G. Two vertices of G* are 
connected if one of the sets includes the other. 
As an example of both the range and the limitations of Theorem 2.1 we 
mention the following. 
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EXAMPLE 2.3. Let H be a triangle-free graph and let G be the 
hypergraph of 4-cycles of H. Since H is triangle-free each 4-cycle is deter- 
mined by its set of vertices and thus G is a homogeneous 4-hypergraph. In 
Theorem 2.1 choose 5’ the vertices, T the edges and U the 4cycles of G with 
connection by inclusion. Attach weights x(T) to the edges T of H and the 
weight YW = IITcu x(7’) to the 4-cycles. With the normalization 
c rEH x(T)* = 1 we attain a maximum for &(x) = CuEG y(U) by limiting 
attention to a subgraph H’ of H in which every two points belong to a 
common 4-cycle. In particular H’ has diameter <2 and every two vertices at 
distance 2 are joined by at least two ,2-chains. It remains to maximize&(x) 
over the possible choices of H’. Once this maximum MG is found we have 
C, < MoE*, where C, is the number of 4-cycles of H. 
3. WEIGHT DISTRIBUTIONS WHICH GIVE MAXIMAL VALUES 
DEFINITION 3.1. A graph is maximally k-chromatic (complete k-partite) 
if it is k-chromatic and if the addition of an edge makes it (k + I)-chromatic. 
Now we again restrict attention to hypergraphs which are complete- 
subgraph graphs of an ordinary graph G and to the weight function u(V) 
which attaches the product nTct, x(T) of the complete t-subgraphs of U to a 
complete u-subgraph U. That is, we set A = 0, B = 1 in the definition in 
Section 2. 
Using the notation of Section 2 we assign to each complete subgraph S of 
G, the weight w(S). We then can formulate a partial converse of 
Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let G be the hypergraph whose edges are the complete u- 
subgraphs of an ordinary graph G, and let k be the order of a maximal 
clique of G,. Then with the above definition of y(U) the function fG(x) attains 
its maximum only when the subgraph of G, induced by those S for which 
w(S) > 0 is maximally ( s )-chromatic. 
Proof: By induction on the number n of vertices in the set N = Uw(s)>0 S. 
We tirst show that we must have n > k and that for n = k we get a 
maximum only if N is the set of vertices of a k-clique K of G,. If this were 
not so then, by Theorem 2.1, the function f,(x) would also attain its 
maximum where N is a set with INJ < k elements. The value off,(x) we get 
by setting 
- I/( :r,” 1 
1 TcK, 
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is 
which is an increasing function of k and cannot be attained when ]NI < k. 
Now assume n > k and the theorem is true for n - 1. Since not all the 
vertices of N are connected in G,, there are two vertices U, and v2 in N 
which are not connected. By the Transfer Lemma we can transfer the weights 
w(S) with v1 E S to some w(S*) with v2 E S* and get the same maximal 
value. Thus the s-tuples S with w(S) > 0 and v1 E S form a maximally ( t )- 
chromatic subgraph H of G,. Now if for some S, with w(S,) > 0, v, E S, 
were connected to all the color classes of H then this would violate the 
maximality of k. Thus we may assume that S, is not connected to any s- 
tuple in the color class of S*, but then S, must be connected to all s-tuples 
in the other color classes or else the transfer of its weight to w(S*) would 
have caused a strict increase in fc, Thus we adjoin all the s-tuples with 
v, E S and w(S) > 0 to the class of S* and the graph remains maximally 
( i )-chromatic. 
4. A CONJECTURE OF ERD~S AND RELATED APPLICATIONS 
We already stated the conjecture of Erdos [ 1 ] concerning the maximal 
number of complete I-subgraphs in a graph without (k + 1)-cliques and with 
a given number of edges but an unspecified number of vertices. As a result of 
Theorems 2.2 and 3.2 we can now give a more complete result. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 1 < I< m < k and Lj denote the number of complete 
j-subgraphs of the graph G. If L, + , = 0 then 
Equality is attained for Turdn graphs (complete k-partite graphs with equal 
parts) and only for Turdn graphs. 
Proof. We apply Theorem 2.2 with u = m, t = 1, s = 1 to the hypergraph 
G, of complete u-subgraphs of G. Then 
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-ez) Now, if we set x(L) = L, for all complete I-subgraphs L of G, then 
which proves the inequality. 
By Theorem 3.2 equality can only hold when the vertices of the complete 
m-subgraphs form a complete k-partite graph. It is now easy to see that the 
maximum is attained only when the parts are of equal magnitude. 
Finally we consider an example of the general weight function described in 
Section 2. Here the character of the information changes considerably. For 
the simplest case let s = t = 1 and u = 2. Attach nonnegative weights xi to 
the vertices i = 1, 2,..., n of the graph G so that C xi = 1 and give the weight 
x(o) = a(xl + x,) + xrxj to the edge (ij). By Theorem 2.2 we know that the 
function &(x) = CCOjEG x(o) attains a maximum if all the weights are 
attached to the vertices of a complete subgraph K of G, though in this case 
we cannot be sure that K is a maximal clique. Thus 
max fc(x) = max 
( 
Q l v‘r 2 Oixi + y ~~ X(xj , 
iEK ) 
i+j 
where ui is the valence (in G) of the vertex i. Now, since C xi = 1, we have 
Thus 
c cx,xj= c x1(1 -x,)= 1 - [$, xf. 
i#j iEK 
(4.2) maxf,(x) = f + max x (aXiVi - 4X:). 
iEK 
If 0 ( xi ( 1 then differentiation yields, with Lagrange multiplier 1 of 
XI + **a +x,- 1, 
(XV’--xi=II, x*=av,-A, 
1 = c xi = a c vi - kr2. 
So, setting jJ leK vI = v(K)9 we get 
A = $ (cm(K) - l), 
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W) x,=a(v,-q++, fi=7. 
These x, satisfy our inequality 0 < Xi < 1 only when 
1 
ff - V,l” < - ka 
when a > 0 
1 
Vtll,, -‘< kla( 
when a < 0. 
If (4.3) and (4.4) are satisfied then the maximum in (4.2) is 
where o2 = cr2(K) = CIex (vi - Q2. 
We now introduce the following notation. 
V;= q = average valence of G, 
z2 = c (Vi - 02, 
isG 
P, = number of 3-chains of G, 
T = number of triangles of G. 
THEOREM 4.6. If G is triangle-free then 
P&E’-2Ei7-Z2+E. 
Proof. We postpone the use of the hypothesis that G is triangle-free and 
make the choice x1 = uJ2E for the weights of the vertices of G. Then 
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z’=c (Vi- v)*=c v;-4EV+n~*=~ ,;-2Ev 
and 
x (vi- l)(Uj- l)=P, + 3T. 
(ij)eG 
Substituting in (4.7) we get 
(4.8) 
Comparison with (4.5) yields 
(4.9) P, + 3T,< 2E2 - 2Ep-.X2 + E 
+ pg [-2E*/k + min ((4E2(v - 0 - 2EC*) a + 2E2a2az]], (I 
where K ranges over the complete subgraphs of G and a ranges over the 
interval (l/(k(6 - urnax)), l/(k(C - u,,,))). Now assume that G is triangle- 
free, that is, T = 0. Then k = 1 or 2. In particular, if a < 0 then maxf,(x) 
must be attained on an edge K. Here we have only two valences ui, Uj with, 
vi > vi and C = (vi + vj)/2, O* = (vi - Vj)*/4 and 
(4.10) P,<E’-2Ev-Z*+E 
+ min (rnzG [(4E2(6 - v) - 2EZ*) a + 2E2a2a2]. u 
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The choice a = 0 in (4.9) yields 
(4.11) 2 -2 P,<E -2EV-Z +E. 
If there is an edge (ij) for which 
then we cannot improve on (4.11) with negative values of a. However, if we 
average the left side of (4.12) over all edges of G we get the right side of 
(4.12). So (4.12) must hold for some edge. For an improvement on (4.11) 
with a > 0 we would need the inequality in the sense opposite to (4.12) for 
all edges. This is impossible for the same reason as before. So the generality 
given by the choice of a is illusory in this case. 
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